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Synopsis
Although supervised deep convolutional neural network has shown good performance regarding lesion detection and classification using multi-
parametric MRI, it is still limited by high data label requirement. In this work, we proposed a model called explanatory auxiliary generative
adversarial network (ExpA-GAN), which generates heatmap for object detection under very-weak supervision (no ground truth location). The
model was trained and evaluated in a public TCIA prostate dataset. Among 50 testing slices enclosing the whole prostate, the proposed model
achieves 0.169 normalized distance for lesion detection, showing the potential to improve lesion detection using limited labeled data.

Introduction
In recent years, many studies demonstrated the feasibilities of using deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) with multi-parametric MRI (mp-MRI) for
prostate cancer detection and grading. CNN typically extracts useful features from mp-MRI to build a detector or classifier, but many fully-supervised CNN
approaches may not be suitable for practical solutions in medical imaging due to possible overfitting issues, particularly when using limited but biased
data as a strong supervision. In this work, we propose to apply a very-weak supervision for prostate lesion detection using our novel explanatory auxiliary
generative adversarial network (ExpA-GAN). For each training sample, only the existence of a lesion is provided to ExpA-GAN, and a heat map, generated
by ExpA-GAN, is used to estimate the level of lesion awareness of the entire prostate. Our very-weak supervision approach can be robust to potential data
bias and overfitting because of the nature of the very-weak supervision to the generative model and can be a proper solution for prostate cancer detection
with mp-MRI.

Methods
A publicly available dataset from The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) was used in our experiments . The MRI protocol used in the data is described by
Litjens . For each case, several normal slices that contain no lesions (normal) and slices contain only one lesion (abnormal) on T2w images were selected.
For each selected image slice, a 144* 144 square region of interest enclosing the prostate region was cropped as input images. We used the resulting 189
lesion slices with 721 normal lesion slices from 248 patients for training and testing. We did not use ADC and DCE (K ) images provided in the dataset
to avoid error induced by potential motion between image series, but our method is not restricted to T2w images with proper registration.

As shown on Figure 1, ExpA-GAN consists of two components: generative adversarial network (GAN) as a knowledge base and classifier , and region-
by-region explainer for the classification result. During testing, the explainer will intentionally dismiss the region from the test image, and use the
generative distribution of GAN to reconstruct the missing information . Heat map is calculated from the variance of classifier raw output by

where  is the region center,  is the classifier raw output given image  and class  (which is always abnormal in this study), and 
is the reconstructed image from the masked image. The assumption behind is that the region that contains important information tends to receive lower
classification score once it is dismissed.

In the training stage, we trained ExpA-GAN with the 910 images and corresponding binary normal/abnormal label. For each training image, we performed
random shifting and flipping. For the ease of computation, in testing, we randomly selected 50 out of 189 abnormal slices to generate lesion awareness
heat map. We fed the resized test images into our framework. We used the binary square mask with the width of 22 pixels, and each step size is 4 pixels
when slipping the mask. 

Results & Discussion
Figure 2 shows samples synthesized by ExpA-GAN. The realistic synthesized images demonstrated that our generative model had accurately learned
samples. As shown on Figure 3, ExpA-GAN produced informative heat map. Unlike other lesion detector, using very-weak supervision, ExpA-GAN did not
require any lesion location label in training but still produced reliable predictions.

To quantitatively evaluate the validity of lesion awareness heat map, we used normalized distance between the center of top-score region and the ground-
truth lesion location, under the assumption that a heat map will have the strongest signal at a region most likely to contain a lesion. We received a
normalized distance  of 0.169 on abnormal images (normal images do not contain lesion). In addition, for each lesion awareness heat map, we drew a
binary lesion mask by setting a threshold to the heat map. On Figure 4, we achieved 58.8% accuracy on the binary lesion masks with masks only covering
22.7% of total image region on average. In future work, we may introduce a small number of lesion location labels to guide the localization.

Conclusion
We proposed a novel very-weak supervision model, explanatory auxiliary generative adversarial network (ExpA-GAN), that can predict the level of prostate
cancer awareness in the entire prostate. In training, ExpA-GAN only requires a binary label (normal/abnormal) and their corresponding prostate MRI. In
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experiment, for lesion detection, we achieved the prediction rate of 58.8%. We demonstrated the feasibility of the heat map prediction of the prostate
cancer through qualitative and quantitative evaluations.
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Figures

Figure 1: Pipeline illustration: E-AC-GAN has exactly the same training process as AC-GAN shown on the top of the figure. In training, GAN will learn
generative the distribution of samples and at the same time it will train a discriminative classifier. In testing, region-by-region explainer will extract the
knowledge of GAN to evaluate the value of a region from the classifier. Since the reconstruction is based on the common knowledge, by comparing the
classifier response given test image and reconstructed image, we will learn the influence of the dismissed region to the classifier.

Figure 2: Images synthesized by ExpA-GAN using 80-dimension random noise z and a random binary label.
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Figure 3: Examples of generated heat maps for abnormal samples. The yellow dot on heat map indicts the truth lesion position. Since there are no
prostate contours as the input, current detection is diminished by background outside the prostate, we expect the results can be further improved with
background removal.

Figure 4: We derived a binary lesion prediction mask from each lesion awareness heat map by setting an intensity threshold. We varied the threshold value
for masks with different masked region sizes. The graph shows the accuracy of binary lesion prediction mask versus the mask coverage rate.
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